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ABSTRACT
Migrating a set of similar software products into a Software Product Line is a time-consuming and costly process which, ultimately, provides an important gain in time and customization. Conducting this migration within an agile development process is a complex process which requires discipline and adaptation. We think it can be beneficial to drive the migration by leveraging agile software specifications and the source code versioning platform. Currently, we are working on a method, whose design is explained in this paper, which exploits: (1) Epics and User stories to identify features and variability and (2) the source code associated to code merges related to User stories and Epics to locate them. We plan to extract features and variability inside Epics and User stories using Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques. Then we plan to investigate how formal concept analysis (FCA) and relational concept analysis (RCA) can assist feature model synthesis and establish mappings between features and source code. These knowledge discovery methods have been chosen for their ability to highlight and hierarchically organize groups of similar artefacts. FCA only considers artefact description to establish groups of similar artefacts. RCA groups similarly described artefacts that, in addition, share similar relationships to other artefact groups. We plan to evaluate the method within the context of a company (ITK) with which we collaborate, using its code base and the associated project management artifacts. We also will assess how the method can be generalized to public projects in source code versioning platforms.
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1 INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
A Software Product Line is a game changing tool for companies who invest enough on it. When a set of similar software is already developed, migrating this set into a Software Product Line requires investment in time and resource [17]. Our industrial partner wants to achieve this kind of migration from a set of software that is developed on a common code base, as it faces an important need to improve software customization and time to market.

The goal of the thesis is to support the migration process by developing analysis and refactoring methods and tools. Main activities in this migration are feature identification and location. The company’s development process is based on Agility. It follows many software engineering good practices like versioning, branching, sprints and User stories for requirement specification.

The challenge here is to support the complete process of migration while keeping the company’s agile process. Feature identification from agile specification is motivated by the need to integrate the current development process into the migration, and potentially continue building the software product line incrementally.

We are currently working on the identification of relations between source code and agile specifications through code merges and User stories. In the company projects, User stories are well-written and rigorously specified; they thereby reflect the code base features. Code merges are therefore the link between the source code and the features in the user stories. In this exploratory study, we plan to analyse User stories to identify features and their associated source code, via code merges, for performing feature location and extracting feature variability.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the research questions. Section 3 exposes our research methodology. Section 4 introduces the preliminary results. Section 5 details the work plan and Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 RESEARCH QUESTIONS
User stories and by extension, Epics, are specifications commonly used in an agile processes [11]. We will call them agile specifications in the remainder of this paper. User stories and Epics implicitly document the features the client expresses or has in mind. The term feature refers to functional and non-functional characteristics of a system [1]. The goal of this exploratory study is to investigate ways to exploit the agile specifications to, firstly, identify features and feature variability (feature model synthesis), and secondly, locate features in the source code, in order to assist the migration process. We investigate the use of Formal Concept Analysis and Relational Concept Analysis, two methods which already proved their efficiency for assisting feature model synthesis [3] and feature location [14].

In our work we address the following research questions:
**RQ1.** Can we assist the migration steps of (1) feature model synthesis and (2) traceability between features and existing code, by using agile specifications extracted from the issue tracking system of the version control platform (Gitlab, in our case), in addition to the source code?

First, feature model synthesis is conducted by separating "Roles" and "Features" from User stories. Then, we will investigate the traceability between features and existing code, through merges, to complete the feature model.

This research question is decomposed into two sub-questions.

**RQ1.1.** Can we leverage NLP to identify features in the User stories and FCA to assist feature model synthesis?

The idea is to look at User stories to find features, and separate them by roles [16]. This would be done by analyzing text with Natural Language Processing (NLP) Techniques to separate the role part from the action part. Then, by considering the products and the features extracted from their User stories, and based on an existing previous work from our team [5], we will design a complete methodology to use FCA to derive a feature model.

**RQ1.2.** Can we leverage Relational Concept Analysis (RCA) to obtain traceability between features and existing source code using the issue tracking system and code merge?

Our idea is to group features and to group code-components so that a code-component group corresponds to the implementation of a feature group and vice versa. This corresponds to a match between feature variability and code variability. This will complete the feature model by feature location information, i.e. information on the source code implementing a feature.

### 3 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND APPROACH

To address the research questions, we started with a cartography of collaborative version control applications, followed by a study of the interest of Relational Concept Analysis and Formal Concept Analysis on our case, as there were already successful applications of these approaches in Software Product Line reverse engineering.

As an input of our process, we consider a code base hosted in a source code versioning platform, like GitLab or GitHub. We also consider a set of User stories defined in this versioning platform, as a set of issues, for which developers have created merge/pull-requests. The User stories are connected to the source code with Code Merge.

In our research plan, we first identify the Source Code associated to a feature expressed in a User story then we identify variability on the User stories. The final goal is a feature model representing the extracted variability.

Our industrial collaborators develop and manage their projects, in light of the need for technical issues and documentation. We are working a part of these large tools, mainly on the issue tracking part. We focus more specifically on Stories which are Epics or User stories and their relationship, by technical issues and associated Code Merges, to the source code.

As shown in Figure 1:

- An Epic is composed of a set of User stories. This could be seen as a super User story.
- A User story is a feature defined by a product owner and expressed initially by the end User. It is formatted as follows: "As a Producer, I can visualize my plots. The User story is composed of three parts: Role (e.g. 'Producer'), Action (e.g. 'Can visualize') and complements (e.g. 'my plots').

![Figure 1: A Model of User stories](image)

As detailed in Figure 2:

- A **Story** may be composed of technical issues with code details.
- A **Merge** may compose the stories or technical issues. A Merge is an aggregation of code changes which are an **addition**, a **deletion** or a **suppression** in a source code file. The term Merge comes from two branches in a git flow that have to be mixed or merged.

Elaborating the (meta-)model representing these concepts was the first step to explore our ideas.

**Relational Concept Analysis (RCA) and Formal Concept Analysis FCA.** They are both knowledge representation and extraction methods. These two methods are especially well adapted for variability extraction and representation.

- Formal Concept Analysis builds a concept lattice. Concepts group objects sharing attributes. They are extracted from a table, called a Formal Context [7] where objects are described by their attributes. In our case we use the AOC-Poset, a sub-order of the concept lattice, which contains all feature variability information. The AOC-Poset has the capability of being used to derive Feature Models [4].
- Relational Concept Analysis combines Formal Contexts with Relational Contexts [9]. It is used to classify objects of several categories upon shared attributes and shared relationships to other objects (from the same or from another category).

The features traceability as studied in [10] is in our case supported by FCA and RCA.

In Figure 3 and Figure 4, each class induces a Formal Context and each association a Relational Context. A User story is described...
with its title composed of a Role, an Action and its complement. The User story is also composed of Merges.

Natural language processing (NLP). We will apply NLP techniques on the User stories to separate the role and the feature for assisting feature model synthesis and to enrich the variability description. Variability groups formed by clustering methods will be added to the existing groups formed with Relational Concept Analysis.

The idea with NLP is to divide the User story into the actor role and the feature. The User stories have to be correctly formatted to ensure the success of this step. We assume that the User stories are structured as follows: "As a [persona], I [want to], [so that]." Already some work was done in the literature to exploit the User stories, for example to transform User stories into Use-cases [12].

For variability identification from similar issues, some methods will be studied to classify and extract as much variability as possible, for example to study the similarity of User stories:

- Latent Dirichlet allocation [2]
- word2vec [13]

4 PRELIMINARY RESULTS

Our approach already gives encouraging results on a small data set. In the following example with only four User stories, we can find groups and variability. Larger experiments are planned in a near future.

Using FCA and RCA provides exhaustive variability extraction and visualization in the concept lattices. Creating groups of objects sharing attributes and relations is a specificity that concluded in us using FCA and RCA.

A small example to explore variability. Let us consider these four User stories:

1. As a farmer, I can create a plot in my farm
2. As a farmer, I can visualize my plot in farm
3. As a counselor, I can manage data on my farm list
4. As a counselor, I can visualize for each plot from a farm in my farm list

These four User stories share similar complements but with a different action (Can create, Can visualize and Can manage). Two User stories share the role farmer and two others the role counselor. We are already able to detect and visualize variability on the User stories on this example. Nevertheless it is possible to go further using the source code.

Consider the following code Merges M1, M2, M3 and M4 with two changes for each one: ch1.1 and ch1.2, ch2.1 and ch2.2 and ch3.1 and ch3.2 and ch4.1 and ch4.2 respectively.

We are interested in the changes from our Merges:

- ch1.1 create the file plot
• ch1.2 create the file farm
• ch2.1 create the file view
• ch2.2 edit the file plot
• ch3.1 edit the file farm
• ch3.2 create the file counselor
• ch4.1 edit the file counselor
• ch4.2 edit the file view

We have four features expressed from the four User stories. With only this small example we already have trivial relations between files and User stories from the study of the merges. We also already see the complexity from just four User stories, that is why we use FCA and RCA, to systematically build groups of objects sharing concepts.

Concept lattices are organized with a specialization relation. A concept (group) gathers objects (inherited by its super-concepts) and attributes (inherited by its sub-concepts). Thanks to the highlighting of the shared relations, RCA also allows navigation between concepts (groups) of objects from different categories (classes). For example, in our data the group composed of the objects Farmer, and Plot share the object Farm with a group composed of the object Counselor.

The chosen granularity is the file level, but for two User stories editing the same file it could be interesting to go deeper in the source code itself. To identify more variability, we can create clusters of similar User stories. For example we can connect the first User story with the fourth, because both shared a plot visualization.

Assisting the feature model synthesis is supported by the variability extracted from the User stories. The Feature model is completed by the relations resulting from RCA. Each feature has its group of associated code files. From these two parts it is more feasible to derive new products from feature selection. In our example, the current product could be regenerated from the expressed features. We aim to be able to reproduce the existing products from the obtained result.

5 WORK PLAN

In the context of the PhD thesis, we have already developed a method based on FCA to extract variability from Input and Output data schemata of simulators in Agriculture Decision-Support Software [8]. This method provided interesting preliminary results. It needs to be extended by extracting variability from other software artifacts. This is why we are studying the analysis of User stories and Merges in this work.

Besides this, and at the very beginning of the thesis, we built and conducted interviews to evaluate the perception of the migration by the employees of our industrial partner. We followed a protocol to create a questionnaire and to conduct interviews. Then we analyzed the data collected from these interviews. We wrote a paper and submitted it to an international conference. Our submission is under review.

Already one and a half years were dedicated to completing these two works and still another year and a half until the end of the PhD thesis which will be dedicated to the work presented in this paper.

For the next 12 months, we plan to pursue the work presented in this paper. We will start working on a Proof Of Concept on a relatively small data-set from the company (300 user stories and 500 Merge-requests among 4000 Merge-requests in total, related to all stories), in order to evaluate the feasibility and identify the limits of our method.

Finally, we plan to fine-tune and evaluate our method on larger datasets. This will enable us to evaluate the generalization of this method, by testing it on public projects hosted on Collaborative version control platform as GitHub, GitLab or Jira. Implementing a reusable tool to explore source code variability extracted from User stories is included in this step.

Some publications are planned in this thesis. First we will work on a contribution on feature/variability identification and location, which was introduced in this paper. Then a second publication will be written on interview reviews after the migration to assess developer feedback.

Then the last six months will be devoted to write the PhD Thesis and finally the PhD oral examination.

6 CONCLUSION

This paper presents an approach to support Software Product Line Migration by integrating agile specifications expressed by the User stories. This approach includes the design of an approach to identify then locate features from Collaborative version control platforms. Feature variability is identified from User stories for feature models synthesis. Then feature models are enriched by analyzing links between source code and features.

This approach uses Relational Concept Analysis and Formal Concept Analysis to group and show correspondences between the agile specifications and the source code. This approach aims to highlight features and variability between features identified in the User stories and their relations to the Merges.

We will evaluate our approach. First we will conduct an experiment on a small set of data to study its feasibility and adjust the methodology. Next we will work on data from our industrial partner to assess its applicability on a real-world professional setting. Finally we will consider data from public projects to assess the generalization of the approach.
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